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An industry-accepted basic 
food safety training certificate 
of completion for those 
working in, or whose role is 
associated with, food, 
beverage, and ingredients 
manufacturing. And for 
students too!

®The Fabsafe certificate



Fabsafecertificate.com

integrating into curriculum from

For students
To cultivate careers

High school through university

For industry
For FSMA compliance
A Basic food safety training certificate
used in Wisconsin and around the world

For your business



for everyone in food or beverage manufacturing.

Requires documented annual
food safety training

the food safety modernization act



Plant floor.
C-suite.

Contract workers.
Temps.

Ever yone.



are issued towards 
documentation for 
FSMA compliance

Certificates
Of completion



Fabsafecertificate.com

integrating into curriculum from

For students
To cultivate careers
High school through university

For industry
For FSMA compliance
A Basic food safety training certificate
used in Wisconsin and around the world

For your business



Efficient: total three & half hours
Affordable: just $59 for members

ONLINE training

30-Days to complete

Eight Relevant modules & Quizzes
one final exam – passing score of 85%

Renewed annually

[$99 for Non-members]

For industry
Fabsafecertificate.com



Eight modules

Foundations for Food Safety

GMPs in Action

History of Food Safety

Introduction to Regulatory cGMPs

Controlling Contamination Sources

Food Safety Plan

Corrective Action

Putting it All Together



Efficient: Total three & half hours
ONLINE training

Used in classrooms

eight Relevant modules & Quizzes

Renewed annually

For STUDENTS
Fabsafecertificate.com

[High School – University]
Affordable: just $20 per student

[Opening with a module on industry careers]



Eight modules

Foundations for Food Safety

GMPs in Action

History of Food Safety

Introduction to Regulatory cGMPs

Food Safety Plans

Corrective Action

Careers in the Food and Beverage Industry

Putting it All Together



Learn more at fabsafecertificate.com
Get fabsafe certified.



SENT TO 150
HIGH SCHOOLS, 

COLLEGES
& UNIVERSITIES
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VP of Member Services Director, Food Safety & Quality



The Johnsonville Way:  
Maintaining a Food Safety Mindset      

July 15, 2021

Leah Glaub and Chris Bodendorfer



Overview

• Welcome to Johnsonville

• Johnsonville’s Leadership Principles and Four Ideas

• FSQ Culture and Audits
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We obsessively make the world’s most craveable sausage.
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WHY WE EXIST

#1
national sausage brand

Wisconsin-based Johnsonville 
LLC has grown from a small-town 
butcher shop to become the No. 

1 national sausage brand.

Johnsonville products are 
enjoyed in 45 countries 

around the globe and . . .

. . .served in more than 130 
professional, college and semi-pro 

sports stadiums throughout 
the U.S.

45
countries

130
stadiums

Our sausage is made with great cuts of meat and 
authentic ingredients. We have something for 

everyone with over 70 varieties of tasty sausage.



People Ahead of Profit
We put our Members and consumers
ahead of profits.

Who We AreOur Members
Johnsonville employs approximately 3,000 
Members worldwide.

About Our People
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WHO WE ARE

2,000
In the U.S.

1,000
outside the U.S.

Family-
Oriented

Down-to-Earth Open About 
Our Values

While some 
companies use 
their people
to build a 
business, at 
Johnsonville,
we use a 
business to build 
our people.
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Johnsonville’s 
Leadership 
Principles will be 
the framework for 
our discussion 
today.  
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“If you issue orders, you’re 
telling people ‘Don’t think, just 
do.’ But if you’ve got 1,000 
people, you’ve got 1,000 minds. 
And if you issue orders from the 
top, you’re only using three of 
them, or two, or one. That’s 
stupid.”

- Ralph C. Stayer
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Start with a Mission Bigger than the Job
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IDEA #1

OUR MISSION

To create an environment that 
requires each of us to fully 

develop our God-given talents 
and help others do the same.



A new member establishes themself as a problem solver.
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Member expertise builds as they continue their journey to 
becoming master sausage makers.
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Poll Question

What vision are you establishing for your new employees? (Check all that 
apply)

• Clock Puncher

• Product Expert

• Problem Solver

• How to behave and thrive in your culture

• There is an opportunity to create a better vision
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“I was lying awake nights trying 
to figure out how to make better 
sausage, but my real job was to 
get the people who were making 
the sausage to lie awake nights 
trying to figure out how to make 
better sausage.” 

- Ralph C. Stayer
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Don’t Confuse Accountability 
with Ownership
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IDEA #2



When someone takes ownership, 
they’ll do whatever it takes.
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Member Quality Audits

Dozuki Industrial Communication 
Tool

Adding the “why” to our SOPs

The Gold Standard Team enables the transfer of ownership from 
leaders to the people who do the work.
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Finished Goods Audit Audit Findings

Members are auditing each other’s work and taking 
ownership.
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A Rework Exercise shows the “why”
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“It is natural to get to a new level 
of performance and then relax 
and enjoy the fruits of your labor.  
World-class coaching and 
leadership requires helping 
people stretch their imagination 
of what is possible. Your role as a 
Coach is to help Members see a 
bigger vision, and then challenge 
them to achieve it.”

- Ralph C. Stayer
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Some companies use their people to build a business.

At Johnsonville, we use a business to build our people.

Help Members See a Bigger Vision for Themselves
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IDEA #3



Personal 
Development 
Commitments 
encourage 
members to 
stretch and 
grow.

What is your long-term (3-5 year) goal? Your goal should be big 
enough that it makes you uncomfortable and you aren’t sure 
now how you will achieve it.

What does superlative look like?

What skills will you need to strengthen or develop by doing this 
work?

What is your learning plan? (job experiences; learn from others; 
formal training?)

What will you do this year?

Quarterly Update: Did you accomplish what you set out to this 
quarter? What did you do? What did you learn? What will you 
learn next?
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What is your long-term goal?

To advance the FSQ team to be the expert voice on food 
safety and quality of our products both domestically 
and internationally. 

Develop and build the bench of FSQ team, preparing for 
the future. Use new technologies to lower risk and 
improve product quality.

Collaborate with Johnsonville members to develop 
world-class Quality Programs that deliver consistently 
superlative products

Effectively lead a superlative team of Regulatory and 
Packaging Graphics professionals to provide insights, 
identify opportunities and provide solutions to meet the 
long-term needs of the company.

Become great at living & leading the JVL Way so I can 
help Leaders and Members drive process improvements

Starting school to receive either an MBA or Master's 
Degree in Food/Meat Science. Continue to learn more 
about my role as Food Safety / Quality Leader and 
become a reliable HACCP resource. 
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Poll Question

How often do you have career conversations with the employees you coach 
(supervise)?

• Once a year at review time 

• Every six months 

• Every month

• Only when there is a performance issue 
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“We reserve the right to get 
smarter. When you make a 
mistake, admit it and make sure 
you get a return on that mistake.”

- Ralph C. Stayer
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Get a Return on Your Mistakes
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IDEA #4
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Poll Question

How are you getting a “return” on a quality mistake?  Check all that apply.

• Sharing customer and or consumer feedback with employees.

• Communicating mistakes at the plant level and hoping for change.

• Reviewing at team meetings; developing corrective actions and 
preventative measures.

• Openly discussing mistakes and admitting to failures.
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Food Safety and Quality Vision

Johnsonville is the global leader in supplying superior, safe products that consistently 
exceed customer and consumer expectations. We are committed to mitigating risk and 
promoting quality from farm to fork for our Stakeholders through continuous 
improvement of our Food Safety and Quality systems. Improvement is driven through:

• Understanding and compliance with changes in regulatory requirements for our industry.

• Monitoring product and process as they relate to the expectations established by our customers.

• Establishing and measuring quality attributes and metrics meaningful to our brand, customers, and 
consumers.

• Dynamically challenging our processes utilizing CI tools.

The development of our food safety and quality members in partnership with our 
internal business teams, suppliers, and customers supports this commitment to the 
future.
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Food Safety Culture

Members
• Perform the food safety and quality checks 

• Involved in:

– Defective Product Incidents

– Corrective Action and Prevention Action

– Management of Change

– Plant Quality Teams

– Global Gold Standard or Perfect Process Teams

• May stop the line any time

• Hold each other accountable
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Outside Programs and Development Opportunities

Lakeland University
• Currently on the Lakeland Food Safety Board
• Work with enrolled Johnsonville Members

– Spend time in the lab when taking micro classes
– Overlap with Learning and Work 

- Mentoring program
- Five Star Learning Opportunities

Summer Interns

High School Program with Lakeshore Technical

Exposure Outside of Johnsonville
• Trade Organizations, Universities, Seminars, Conventions
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Four Ideas

1. Start with a mission bigger 
than the job

2. Don’t confuse accountability 
with ownership 

3. Help members see a bigger 
vision for themselves

4. Get a return on your mistakes
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Thank You.



Partner

Partner



July 15, 2021

LIVE! Regulatory Update

Paul E. Benson, Partner



Overview

michaelbest.com 52

1. Why read our Regulatory Updates? 

2. Sneak preview of upcoming update (July 2021, Part 1) 
• Key food safety regulatory news from start of July

3. “Items of Interest”
• New litigation targets “natural” flavor claims



Why Read Our Regulatory Updates?

michaelbest.com 53

• They’re published twice a month.

- Stay up-to-date on current issues affecting the industry

- Receive advance notice of regulations & compliance deadlines

• They’re concise & easy-to-read.

- Stay informed with quick summaries

• They’re accessible.

- Just visit https://www.fabwisconsin.com/regulatory-updates!  

https://www.fabwisconsin.com/regulatory-updates


PREVIEW: July 2021 (Part 1) Update
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• FDA Updates

- FDA Releases Cyclospora Prevention, Response and Research 

Action Plan 

- FDA Issues Draft Industry Guidance on Oversight of Food Products 

Covered by Systems Recognition Arrangements  



PREVIEW: July 2021 (Part 1) Update
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• USDA Updates

- FTC Issues Final Rule Strengthening Enforcement of “Made in 

USA” Standard; USDA Launches Complementary Labeling Initiative 

- Tyson Foods Inc. Recalls 8.9M Pounds of Chicken Products for 

Potential Listeria Contamination 



PREVIEW: July 2021 (Part 1) Update
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• Other Developments 

- Wisconsin Assembly Once Again Considers Bill Making Colby 

Official State Cheese



“Items of Interest”

michaelbest.com 57

- Litigation over “natural” flavoring claims

(especially, over vanilla flavoring)



Questions?

Michael Best & Friedrich LLP
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